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Introduction
She may be married but she spends an awful lot of time outside in her yard walking around in next to
nothing and smiling at you. Is she just flirting harmlessly or is she looking for a Neighbor Affair with
you?

Adult Review
Whether you just moved in recently or have known your neighbors for a long time, no doubt there is at least one who you
catch washing her car in the driveway or sunbathing in her yard from time to time. Part of the attraction is her smoking hot
body - and part of it is the fact that she is just a short walk from your front door any time day or night!<br />  <br /> 
Neighbor Affair is the fantasy site for anyone who has dreams about that sexy sweetheart living next door. From the time
their spouse goes off to work in the morning until the time they get home at night these sexy ladies are available and for a
hunter like you that means it's open season on their asses!<br />  <br />  The Neighbor Affair archives hold 55 exclusive
updates starring some of the best actresses in the adult industry! Vicky Vette, Nikki Benz, Tiffany Price and Carmella Bing...
just to name a few!<br />  <br />  The site updates weekly and includes both video and high res picture sets. Older updates
include high-res 800x536 photo sets but the newest ones are beautiful 1000x671 images suitable for printing or making
slideshows with. They can also be downloaded as lightning fast .zip files.<br />  <br />  Videos are offered in .wmv, .mpg or
.mov (which should thrill Apple users). All movies can be downloaded as complete scenes with a single click or as a few
segments for faster download times. The newest clips are offered in High-Def 720x480 versions as well but some of the older
updates are provided at a max of 320x240 instead.<br />  <br />  Videos can be streamed if you prefer not to have them on
your hard drive but the feeds are a bit picky. They don't work with some browsers, firewalls and download system settings so
if you want to use them you may have to tinker a bit to get them to work.<br />  <br />  Also, while they do offer a limited 3
Day Trial for $1.95 and a 7 Day Trial for $4.95, the only membership worth getting is the monthly one for $24.95 because
they use �tiered access� and only the full membership gets you full access to all that this site has to offer. If you want to see
plenty of older pussies getting pounded on by thick cock, plan on buying the full month or being frustrated by the stuff you
can�t see.

Porn Summary
Overall this is a quality site with exclusive content that does a nice job sticking to its theme. They also are careful to hire
whores who can act a bit so the back-story to each sexual encounter is believable and that adds a lot to the enjoyment.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Like a good neighbor... these whores are there for you!'
Quality: 83  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 86
Support: 86 Unique: 80    Taste: 82        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
Fast Times At NAU (86) ,My Friends Hot Mom (86) ,Diary Of A Nanny (84) ,Diary Of A MILF (84) ,Naughty Office (84) ,
Naughty Flipside (83) ,Asian1on1 (83) ,Seduced By A Cougar (83) ,Ass Masterpiece (82) ,My Naughty Latin Maid (Preview)
,Naughty Bookworms (Preview) ,My Sister's Hot Friend (Preview) ,My First Sex Teacher (Preview) ,Housewife 1on1
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